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Abstract
In modern theory and practice of banking there are various approaches to assessing credit rating,
depending on the category of clients. Taking into account the lack of unity of methodology, credit
institutions are developing their own methods for assessing credit rating, taking into account the
recommendations of the Central Bank and the Basel Committee. Most of the methods are based on a
system of indicators that assesses the liquidity, turnover, profitability and financial stability of the
borrower. Analysis of statistical data allows concluding about the growth of overdue debts of the
population and enterprises to commercial banks, which is evidence of the imperfection of methods used
by credit institutions to assess credit rating. Based on a study of the positive and negative sides of various
methods and rating of expert opinions, the study develops recommendations for improving credit rating
methods used in AB Devon-Credit in modern economic conditions. The study is based on positive and
negative aspects of various methods and expert assessment. The authors develop recommendation how to
improve the methodology for credit rating used by AB Devon-Credit in the modern economy. A review
of the problems that credit experts face in credit rating suggests that current methodologies do not allow
assessing the potential of potential clients. Credit experts face many problems that are associated with the
imperfection of the methodology for credit rating, the lack of adequate financial and statistical
information, the lack of long-term development plans for most borrowers, and other problems.
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1.

Introduction
Taking into account the unstable economic situation in the country, the negative impact of

sanctions, reduction in the cost of hydrocarbons in the world market, reduction in the cost of the ruble,
inflation, lack of funds from enterprises and the population, the problem of credit rating is one of the most
urgent issues for commercial banks (Endovitsky, 2017). These negative phenomena lead to an increase in
banking risks in the lending market, because for a number of reasons, borrowers, who are individuals and
legal entities, cannot fulfil their obligations, which leads to financial losses for banks, which have a
negative impact on the financial condition of banking structures.
Currently, there is no uniform methodology for credit rating, which could give full confidence that
the lent money will be returned on time and in full. Each bank, taking into account the recommendations
of the Central Bank and the Basel Committee, develop their own methodology for credit rating, often
similar to each other (Zhang & Tadikamalla, 2016).
The main part of the methodology for credit rating, which is used in lending by Russian banks, has
been developed abroad, so it does not take into account the specifics of the Russian market, the
particularities of development of industries, regions and the standard of living of the population. In this
regard, the methodology used often fails, because it does not allow foreseeing the risks of loan defaults,
as evidenced by the significant overdue debt of the population and enterprises to commercial banks.

2.

Problem Statement
The main issue is to study the positive and negative aspects, as well as the main problems of the

methodology for credit rating used by AB Devon-Credit.

3.

Research Questions
In the course of the study, the following research questions are considered:
1) Review of foreign and domestic methodology for credit rating;
2) Analysis of credit experts’ opinion of AB Devon-Credit on the main problems of credit rating;
3) Analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the methodology for credit rating used by AB

Devon-Credit;
4) Directions for improving the methodology for credit rating used by AB Devon-Credit, taking
into account foreign experience and features of the domestic economic development in modern
conditions.

4.

Purpose of the Study
The main purpose of the study is to develop proposals for improving the methodology for credit

rating used by Devon-Credit Joint-Stock Bank (hereinafter, AB Devon-Credit), taking into account
foreign and all-Russian trends.
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5.

Research Methods
The study represents general scientific and specific research methods such as: analysis and

synthesis, scientific abstraction, induction and deduction, nomination and testing of hypotheses,
comparison and generalization (Da Fonseca, J., & Gottschalk, K., 2014) .
In the domestic and foreign practice, different systems of indicators are used, reflecting credit
rating. Most systems include an assessment of liquidity, turnover, profitability, and financial
sustainability. Thus, the American scientist E. Reed proposed a system for credit rating according to the
following four groups of criteria: liquidity, turnover, fundraising ratio, profitability ratio (Reed, Cotter, &
Gill, 1991). A group of American scientists led by Shim (1996) suggested the following criteria for credit
rating: long-term solvency ratios, profitability, liquidity, coefficients based on market criteria: market
capitalization, earnings per share, market risk, share of profit retention, and others. Other best-known in
world methodology for credit rating includes such systems as PARSER, CAMPARI, Rule C.
The methodology for credit rating in Russian banking practice contains a certain system of ratios:
absolute liquidity ratio, intermediate coverage ratio, total coverage ratio, independence ratio. In most
banks, the values of liquidity ratios and the independence of the borrower are divided into three classes of
creditworthiness. Currently, a new methodology for credit rating is based on analysis of cash flows and
business risk. When making credit rating of individuals, two approaches are mainly used: assessment
analysis and empirical analysis, that is, credit scoring.
The problems of credit rating in the current economic conditions were identified by interviewing
20 credit experts with AB Devon-Credit. The structure of credit experts taking into account their work
experience is clearly presented in Figure 1.

from 1 до 5 years
from 5 до 10 years
more than 10 years

Figure 01. Structure of credit experts taking into account their work experience

Most of the loan officers work in the bank in this position from 5 to 10 years, therefore, has a
fairly extensive experience and can provide reliable information about the problems associated with credit
rating.
Note that the methodology for credit rating used by AB Devon-Credit includes a quantitative and
qualitative analysis of the borrower’s activity indicators. A quantitative analysis of credit rating used by
AB Devon-Credit includes an assessment of four groups of financial indicators (profitability, turnover,
liquidity and financial stability), as well as an assessment of the sufficiency of the borrower’s turnover. A
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qualitative analysis of credit rating used by AB Devon-Credit includes an expert assessment of business
risk indicators and the borrower’s credit history. The overall rating of the borrower consists of the
estimates obtained as a result of coefficient analysis, sufficiency of turnover, business risk assessment and
credit history assessment. It uses a simple summation of all points.
According to credit experts of AB Devon-Credit, when making credit rating, they face the
following problems:
▪ Difficulty of obtaining information about the business reputation of the borrower, which does
not allow assessing possible business risks;
▪ Uncertainty of the economic situation in the country, which does not allow giving an accurate
forecast of credit rating;
▪ Lack of financial, statistical and other information in general on economic sectors in which the
borrower is engaged, which does not allow adequately assessing his financial viability, taking
into account the specifics of the activity;
▪ Lack of current information about the financial condition of the borrower at the beginning of
the year, since there is a large time period between the reporting of the 3rd quarter and the
annual reporting of the borrower, which is why banks have to use the reporting of the 3rd
quarter for more than 5 months (from November to April).
▪ Large dependence of the borrower’s activities on the identity of the business owner and his
affiliation with the government.
The main problem is related to the fact that in our country it is still difficult to obtain meaningful
financial and other information about the borrower, since the available financial and statistical reports,
according to credit experts, do not always allow for a detailed and in-depth analysis of the financial
situation of the borrower (Nikiforova, 2016; Sarker, & Nahar, 2017).
Most of the existing methodologies for credit rating, including the methodology used by AB
Devon-Credit, only occasionally allow assessing all factors affecting credit rating. Difficulties in
assessing credit rating arise because of the existence of such factors as reputation, credit history, which
can be assessed and quantified only conditionally (Bychuk, & Haughey,2014).
Credibility depends on many factors, which in itself means difficulties, since each of them must be
assessed and calculated, because it is a risk factor for the bank. It is extremely difficult, according to
credit experts, to determine the relative weight of each individual factor among other indicators of credit
rating. The current methodology for credit rating used by AB Devon-Credit has determined the relative
weights of each factor based on an analysis of their impact on credit rating, which facilitates the work of
credit experts in determining the influence of each factor on credit rating.
According to experts, it is not always possible to assess the future credit rating, since the
assessment process uses information only for past periods due to the lack of development plans of the
majority of borrowers, which make it possible to predict future turnovers of the enterprise.
Great difficulties in credit rating take place when assessing the prospects for changing the factors
determining credit rating, since it is impossible to foresee all the causes and circumstances that may arise
from the borrower during the term of the loan agreement. At the same time, the future ability of the
borrower to meet his obligations is of real importance for the bank (Dietsch, & Petey, 2015). Despite the
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fact that for the bank the predictable indicators of credit rating are important, most of the existing
methodologies, including the one used by AB Devon-Credit, are a thing of the past because the indicators
are calculated on the basis of past reporting data, and the data on balances not turnovers are studied.
According to experts, the current methodology for credit rating does not allow assessing the future
turnover of the borrower, since there is no information about the concluded contracts. All this suggests
that the existing indicators of credit rating are of limited value.
Significant difficulties are generated by the unequal dynamics of the volume of turnover of
borrowers’ funds, which is associated with the outpacing price increases for the products sold; inflation,
which distorts the indicators characterizing the ability of the borrower to repay the loan debt. The
methodology for credit rating used by AB Devon-Credit also takes insufficient account of inflation and
other negative environmental factors affecting credit rating (Pozdeeva, 2017). Consequently, long-term
credit rating is rather difficult to assess, since the financial condition of the borrower may deteriorate for
various reasons.
The methodology for credit rating, used by AB Devon-Credit, only partially takes into account the
industry characteristics of borrowers, as it highlights certain criteria for assessing manufacturing and
trading enterprises, while the production sphere is not taken into account. After all, some indicators are
optimal for machine building, others are for construction, and others are for food and processing
industries, and so on. Consequently, a unified methodology for credit rating, used by AB Devon-Credit,
does not allow for an adequate assessment of borrowers working in different industries. In addition, the
current methodology does not imply a comparative analysis of the dynamics of indicators of financial
stability, liquidity, profitability and business activity for enterprises operating in conditions comparable to
the borrower (the same activity profile, the same dimensions).
One of the problems faced by bank specialists in lending to borrowers is force majeure related to
the personality of the manager. For example, disputes between heirs after the death of a manager lead to
the freezing of accounts, which as a result leads to the fact that the bank cannot timely return its money
and interest on it.

6.

Findings
A review of the problems that credit experts face in credit rating suggests that current

methodologies do not allow assessing the potential of potential clients. Credit experts face many problems
that are associated with the imperfection of the methodology for credit rating, the lack of adequate
financial and statistical information, the lack of long-term development plans for most borrowers, and
other problems.
A comparative analysis of the methodologies for credit rating of most banks showed that all banks
carried out coefficient analysis of the financial condition of the borrower, studied the credit history and
assessed the business risk; in coefficient analysis, the same indicators are used predominantly. At the
same time, the number of estimated indicators varies from bank to bank.
The advantages of AB Devon-Credit include the calculation of a wide range of mandatory ratios;
formalization and specification of each indicator; use of scoring, both for the coefficient and quality
assessment of indicators; simplicity of calculations and interpretation of results; sufficiency of turnover.
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The disadvantages of the methodology include the weakness of business risk indicators; lack of
criteria for assessing equity risks; poor use of bank credit histories; insufficient automation of
calculations; insufficient attention to the dynamics of the financial condition of the borrower, lack of clear
boundaries of the rating; lack of indicators to calculate long-term credit rating.

7.

Conclusion
In order to improve the methodology for credit rating used by AB Devon-Credit AB, it is

recommended:
▪ Add new criteria to the methodology of the bank, which allow adapting the basic foreign
lending principles for the conditions of the Russian credit market;
▪ Introduce a reputational audit, which allows assessing the environmental, social and business
reputation of the borrower;
▪ Introduce a mechanism for assessing the dependence of an enterprise on the economic
situation, that is, changes in exchange rates and interest rates on the dynamics of demand;
▪ Add to the current bank’s methodology the following indicators for long-term lending: the
structure ratio of long-term investments; profitability of permanent capital; coefficient of the
borrower’s steady activity.
▪ Introduce an assessment of the cash flow forecast for the borrower’s planned documents;
▪ Introduce a bankruptcy forecasting method based on the calculation of the A-bill.
The proposed methodologies will significantly improve the quality of credit rating, which in turn
will help reduce the level of overdue debt of businesses and individuals.
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